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Romans 1:16-17 “For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of 
God to salvation for everyone who believes, for the Jew first and also for the Greek. 
17 For in it the righteousness of God is revealed from faith to faith; as it is written, 
“The just shall live by faith.”

There are moments in life when you just have to speak up. There are moments when 
so much is at stake, something so terribly wrong is taking place, that the option of 
keeping your mouth closed and your opinion to yourself is impossible to rationalize. 
In these specific moments, you think, “I know someone is going to be upset, but I just 
have to say something!” So you muster the courage and state your case.

Have you ever felt this way? Have you ever taken this kind of action? And then, just 
as you feared, once you open your big mouth, your words spark a much bigger deal 
than you’d ever intended. Those moments are fun, aren’t they?  I’d like to dub these 
times from that great theologian, Popeye the Sailor Man!

If you can relate, then you know precisely how a little-known pastor and college 
professor in the modest town of Wittenberg, Germany, felt after tacking his 95 
Theses to the main doors of the local Catholic church.

Before I mention this pastor by name, let me describe the times in which he lived.

Several years ago, I wrote a paper on Church History…more specifically, I wrote 
about the Protestant Reformation.  

I’m not sure if you can do this, but I’m going to quote myself! I must warn you in 
advance, I got a little flowery in my writing!

"Amidst the backdrop of a veritable swirling cesspool of brazenly disobedient and 
ungodly clergymen stood an ecclesiastical system that was riddled with corruption. 
Those who were a part of this corruption sought not only to make their own rules, but 
they shamelessly altered the very Word of God to suit themselves and further their own 
lustful desires. The scene was dark and grim indeed.  But a glimmer of light and hope 
was beginning to emerge...the time was ripe for something to happen! With the advent 
of the printing press and the influx of eastern scholars, there was an accompanying 
rise in the availability of Greek biblical texts and other early manuscripts.  

These additional resources made it painfully obvious that the doctrinal foundation and 
practices of the church had been contaminated. The rising hue and cry of the western 
scholars was that a reformation of the entire ecclesiastical system must take place. The 
people of that day were literally standing on the brink of a new era of civilization.  
Within these times, there was a growing desire for change...a transition to a more 
illuminated society that was slowly emerging from the darkness of these “Dark Ages.”

Pretty fancy, eh?  Ok, now for the plain, everyday version…

In those days, the guys who ran the church: the popes, the cardinals, and the bishops 
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Across 
1. * Trick or ___!
6. Particular Poker
10. * Scary Serpent Sound
13. * Fearsome Forums
14. Domain, diminutively
15. In real time
16. Morning indicator on a 
digital clock
17. Big, briefly
18. Christie or Karenina
19. Brewage
20. Atomic #51
21. Not them
23. Brief Boxing Blow
24. * Pumpkin verb
26. State in the U.S.A.
27. * A What is Worrisome 
for a Werewolf?
30. Attribute
32. Rocky version
33. Guido's note
34. As well

35. * They complete a 
Devil's costume
38. Crown of Osiris
41. Ordinals, briefly
43. * Motel of Madness 
and Murder
45. Flightless Flapper
46. "Enough" to a Scot
48. Small dog, with 
"Apso"
50. Sick
53. Cubic Centimeter
55. Conjunction in Cannes
56. French: Room
58. * Enter one ...if you 
dare!!!
63. Mother, for short
64. Heard at Home: "So, 
do you want to play 
Hangman ___-tac-toe 
now?"
65. Cummings the Poet
66. Father, for short

67. Prefix that means 
"Egg"
68. Beatles Bassist
69. Hoop completer
71. Kiri Kanawa 
connecter
73. Kenzaburo the 
Writer
74. "Rifle Range" in 
Rouen
75. Title in Turkey
76. * They celebrated 
Samhain
78. Unit of currency in 
Japan
79. Squabble
80. Arrogant ones
Down 
1. * Decor of the Dead
2. Motor Home, for short
3. Slimy Swimmer
4. * Emotion felt during 
a Halloween Horror 
movie
5. Mr. Eliot
6. * Vampire Vamooser
7. Pavarotti, for one
8. * Human ash Holder 
at Halloween
9. * Creepy Character
10. Speak Snappishly
11. Find the sum
12. * Goodies at 
Halloween
13. * Corpse Carrier
22. Initials of John and 
Yoko's son
25. Winged
27. Therefore
28. Word with Infection
29. Exist

31. Unit of weight in 
Malaysia
36. Russian River
37. Heard amongst 
Sailors: "I'd like the 
___ be a bit less 
choppy today, wouldn't 
you?"
39. Mr. Jannings
40. * Eerie night lights
42. Prefix that means 
"Sleep"
44. Acronym on the 
Skipper's ship
47. * Scary 
Spellbinders
49. * Heard at 
Halloween: "I think 
I'm going to go ___ 
this year, you guys!"
51. * Nature's 
Halloween decorations
52. * Spooky Spirits
54. Corbusier 
Completer
57. Initials of a really 
smart person
59. Shaw of Songs
60. Complete reversal 
of travel direction
61. Writer sister of 
Nora Ephron
62. Towards the Sky
70. Official in the 
World Series, for short
72. Pridefulness
76. Note Notation
77. Near the area 
occupied
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November 2021 News and Announcements 
Last week, I mentioned that 
the temperature was getting 
colder, but I had no idea it 
would drop so quickly in 
one short week! Brrrr!

This Sunday is All Saints 
Sunday, and it’s a day in 
which we remember those 
who have gone home to be 
with the Lord. The church 
has always honored those 

who have died as witnesses of our Lord Jesus Christ 
throughout the centuries. As a matter of fact, the original 
word that stands behind the term “witness” comes to us 
from the Greek word, marturion (pronounced - mar-too'-
ree-on)…this is where we get the word martyr from.

During the history of Christianity, many men and women 
have lost their personal property, their societal status, 
their families, and even their lives for professing Jesus 
Christ as Lord. Stories about these great men and women 
of faith have been passed along from generation to 
generation. As such, special days and times were even set 
aside to honor them. But due to the large number of 
known martyred saints and the even greater number of 
unknown martyred saints, a day was chosen to honor all 
departed believers in Christ, whether martyred or not. A 
spring date was used initially, but for most churches, 
November 1st was the final day chosen…a date that has 
stood the test of time for most Christians.

We’re in the midst of a season that should remind us of 
our great Christian heritage and the many brave men and 
women of faith who’ve gone before us and bravely 
fought and died for Biblical truths. This week, we 
remember all of our departed loved ones!

May our hearts rejoice that our loved ones are in glory 
with God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit!

Blessings,

Pastor Gary

Volume 3 Issue 39

I love this photo of Steve Nipper and myself! I couldn’t 
resist the temptation to share it!  Thanks to Deborah Nipper 
for the photo!

Crossword Puzzle Solution - 
“Halloween / Fall Festival”
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had become a mighty stench in God's nostrils. 

1) They desired little more than to acquire wealth and power!  
2) They were so corrupt that no level of sexual immorality was beneath them.  
3) The ordinary people of that day were kept in the dark about God's Word and were actually forbidden to read 

it or possess it under threat of punishment.  
4) They were at the mercy of the corrupt church system, which regularly bilked them out of their money.  

But there came a time when some of the people had had enough!  This started earlier with John Huss but reached its 
fullness with this morning’s man of the hour.

Many names could be mentioned, but my focus today is on one man. Nearly 537 years ago, on November 10th, 1483, a 
child was born in Eisleben Germany to Hans and Margarete Luder. As was customary during that time, the proud 
parents brought their child to be baptized the next day on November 11th.  That particular day was commemorated as 
the Feast of the martyred Saint...St. Martin.  It was, and still is, a common practice to name a child after the day's patron 
saint. Therefore, the young couple named their child Martin Luder, better known to us as Martin Luther. Yes, this is the 
same Martin Luther who wrote the classic hymn, "A Mighty Fortress is our God."

Young Luther grew up in a very strict home and was encouraged to become the success story of their family (not to 
mention the retirement plan of Hans and Margarete) by entering law school. As a faithful son, Luther entered 
the University of Erfurt, where he distinguished himself as a student with great potential.But one fateful summer day in 
1505, a lightning bolt struck the ground near Luther, and he so feared for his life that he called out to St. Anna to save 
his life. 

Martin promised St. Anna that if his life were spared, he would become a Monk.  His life was spared, and being a young 
man of his word, he entered the very strict Augustinian Monastery.  

During his time at the monastery, Martin tortured himself with self-inflicted fasts, solitude, frequent confessions, and 
physical pain in an attempt to somehow make himself worthy of God's love.  

Why would a young priest do such things?

I think it may have been partly from from the harsh treatment by his parents as He grew up. This information came from 
a PSB special on Luther’s life. “Martin's mother, Margarette came from a small but very well-off family. Despite her 
soft upbringing, she did her share of the family's workload but with three children to look after she was a harsh 
disciplinarian. Luther recalled once, "(that) for the sake of stealing a nut, my mother once beat me until the blood 
flowed".Hans also ruled his son with an iron fist, Martin later recalled, "my father once whipped me so hard I ran away 
- I hated him until he finally managed to win me back.”

This overarching feeling that if his earthly parents were so harsh, unforgiving, and cruel, then His heavenly Father was 
probably the same. Luther was so obsessed with his unrighteousness and the righteousness of God that he would spend 
upwards of six hours at a time confessing his sins to a priest. 

But it was all to no avail; he always felt unworthy in God's eyes.  Even a pilgrimage to Rome left him empty by the 
depravity that he saw amongst the clergy in the "Holy City" of Rome.  

After this disappointing experience, Luther returned home, and in 1507, his monastery sent him to teach at the 
University of Erfurt, where he met Johan Von Staupitz.  

Staupitz became His confessor and saw through some of Luther’s problems. Staupitz encouraged Luther to love God, 
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but Martin Luther responded, “Love God? Sometimes I hate God!” When speaking of Jesus, he said: "I don't see 
Jesus as my Savior, I see Jesus as the hangman of my soul."  

Staupitz gave Luther a new task and direction in life.

Staupitz unknowingly did something that would later change the world. He told Luther that he would eventually 
replace him as professor of the Bible. As such, he told Martin to let the study of Scripture become his favorite 
occupation. And Martin Luther did. One of the texts that began to give him hope was Psalm 31, which reads, "In 
thee, O Lord, do I put my trust; let me never be ashamed: deliver me in thy righteousness."

Now Luther began to see that God's righteousness cannot merely condemn but also deliver! Martin now had hope! 
Martin now had hope!

Luther lectured on the Psalms, and it was during his teaching of the book of Romans, he came to his landmark 
understanding of the nature of God and salvation.  

Romans 1:17 For therein is the righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith: as it is written, The just shall 
live by faith.

Luther realized that it was by faith and not by works (or monetary payments) that we are put into a right 
relationship with God. He said later, before reading these words “I had hated the righteousness of God, but then I 
began to understand the righteousness of God is revealed by the gospel.” He called it the passive righteousness 
with which our merciful God justifies us by faith. Here, Luther said, I felt that I was altogether born again, and I 
had entered paradise itself through open gates. 

This might have into the obscurity of history were it not for the state of the church in Luther’s days and what 
occurred October 31, 1517. 

Let's step back in time for a bit to better understand a smidgen of the theology of his day.  

There was a church practice that originated many years before Luther.  It was a practice referred to as 
indulgences.  In the Catholic theology of that time, there were two types of sins: temporal and spiritual. The idea 
was that Jesus paid the price for our spiritual sins, but we had to pay the price for our temporal (earthly) sins.  It 
was taught that good works could partially pay the penalty for temporal sins.  So some business-minded priest 
thought, "Well, as it will someday be said, 'Time is money" This notion literally transformed the application of 
indulgences.  As it was taught, these indulgences could perform the equivalent duty of temporal sin payment via 
good works.  Also, since you could never theoretically pay off all of your temporal sins in this lifetime, purgatory 
was the afterworld place to do this activity. 

This money-raising effort got a little more intense in 1476 when those in the church started to encourage the 
payment of indulgences for the dead.  This was done to help speed the dearly departed one's departure from 
purgatory.  

Even at that, this didn't create too big of a stir until 1517. During this year, Pope Leo and his cohorts hired Johann 
Tetzel to do live "infomercial" sermons. These sermons were designed to bilk the people out of money 
(indulgences) to help the pope with his pet project, rebuilding St. Peter's Basilica in Rome!  

Luther was angered by the many abuses of the pope and his henchmen.  So he spoke out on All Hallows Eve - 
October 31st, 1517, and nailed a copy of his arguments against these issues on the Castle Church door at 
Wittenberg.  "Arguments" or statements are also called theses. Luther didn’t just have a few things to say, he 
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nailed his 95 Theses to the door. This eventually ignited into the fires of the Protestant Reformation, of which our 
churches are a product! 

Martin took hold of salvation by grace through faith as we read in Ephesians 2:8,9 ,which says, “For by grace are ye 
saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: 9 Not of works, lest any man should boast.” 

Once he found this salvation by grace, his works increased!  But he no longer worked for his salvation...he worked to 
show his thanks to God for the wonderful saving grace of Jesus’ sacrifice on Calvary.  Praise God! 

As I read about the life of Martin Luther, I wondered how many people in churches today feel like Martin Luther did?  
Wondering if they can somehow appease God by doing enough good works.  Always fearful that they were not good 
enough for God to love them and accept them by faith as they are. 

Maybe you have felt that way…wondering if you are in God’s good graces!  

Thinking about the next “good work” that you can do to appease God’s anger…
If that sounds like your life, I have some good news for you…

Romans 1:17 For therein is the righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith: as it is written, The just shall live by 
faith.

It took Martin Luther many years of needless anguish over his salvation until he finally saw the beautiful grace and 
mercy of God’s love.  

Don’t spend another moment wondering what would happen to you if you were to die tonight...by faith, and faith 
alone, accept Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior, by grace through faith in Him.  

There are moments in life when you just have to speak up. There are certain moments, certain situations where you 
think, “I know someone might be mad or disagree, but I just have to say something!”

This is the Popeye Paradigm Shift that moves us from the way we have been doing things to being bold witnesses for 
Christ Jesus!

May we be a church that welcomes those moments when they arise in others. 

May we be people who can’t sit still in the face of injustice, error, and oversight. 

Most of all, may the unwavering confidence we have in God’s grace drive us to do good, loving, selfless, joyous, 
Jesus-glorifying things. 

Let it free us to serve our neighbors, share our goods and, when necessary, speak our minds. 

Why?   Because sometimes doing so can change the world.

Always remember that you have been blessed to be a blessing.  so be one!

Pastor Gary
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Continued on Page 8

The verses above make up a part of Luke’s Sermon on the Plain and they can be compared to Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount as found in 
Matthew 5–7. Though some of the material in these two gospel accounts is similar, there are important differences to be noted as well. To 
illustrate, Matthew lists nine beatitudes or blessing statements (“Blessed are . . .”) but Luke has only four. Again, Luke has four woe 
statements (“Woe to you . . .”), which are not a part of our text but follow it, but Matthew has none. We have not included these four woe 
statements from Luke as a part of our text simply because their theological and ethical content reveal very clearly that in this material Jesus 
had shifted his audience. That is, he was no longer addressing his disciples directly, which is our major concern here, but a much larger 
population (“a great number of people from all over Judea, from Jerusalem, and from the coastal region around Tyre and Sidon,” Luke 
6:17) that included within it both false prophets as well as the sinfully self-satisfied.

In terms of the first beatitude found in Luke, Jesus looked directly at his disciples and exclaimed, “Blessed are you who are poor, for yours 
is the kingdom of God.” Matthew expresses this beatitude in a different way from Luke’s account as follows: “Blessed are the poor in 
spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven” (Matt. 5:3, emphasis mine). At first glance, in a comparison of these texts, it may appear that 
they are teaching different things: Luke is evidently focused on the material, maintenance needs of the poor, while Matthew considers 
poverty more broadly (and people can be poor in all sorts of ways) in terms of one’s spirit. This difference, however, should not be 
overblown.

It must be borne in mind, once again, the audience that Jesus addressed in Luke’s text. He was speaking, after all, to his disciples who were 
poor. These were not just any people; they were indeed special, set apart. Jesus was not teaching about poverty, broadly speaking, but of 
the poverty that characterized the lives of those who believed in and were obedient to him. This additional element makes a world of 
difference. Clearly, in this setting, both physical poverty and a lively faith were in the mix, two things and not just one. When that is the 
case, Jesus affirmed that such physical want, as difficult as it may be, cannot undo or overthrow the overwhelming reality of being blessed, 
despite one’s poverty. When the most important value of all is in place—when we let God be God in our lives—blessing cannot be 
stopped. It’s simply impossible.

Another implication of this pungent teaching found in Luke is that being a genuine, faithful disciple of Jesus may not lead to the fulfillment 
of all our material needs. Many believers may yet be lacking in some areas of their lives: “Blessed are you who hunger now, for you will be 
satisfied. Blessed are you who weep now, for you will laugh.” To be sure, being disciplined for many will lead to a better life but, clearly, 
not for all. Why is this so? It’s because the causes of poverty are complex and go far beyond the personal dimensions of life and entail 
factors that escape individual or even family control. Jesus fully understood this. Think of the great harm, then, that is done to the poor 
when poverty is viewed simply as the curse of God.

All of the Synoptic Gospels (Matthew, Mark, and Luke) record not only that Jesus was well aware that he would suffer many things at the 
hand of the elders, the chief priests, and the teachers of the law, and would in the end be killed, but also that he taught his disciples about all 
of this very clearly. Nothing of this darkness, this evil, was hidden from them. Moreover, the fourth beatitude of our current text in Luke 
reveals the hatred that would be directed against the disciples of Jesus: “Blessed are you when people hate you . . . because of the Son of 
Man.” Compare this with a different account found in Matthew in which Jesus taught his followers: “You will be hated by everyone 
because of me” (10:22a). The Gospel of John, however, displays the reason for such hatred directed against both the Master and his 
disciples: “If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. If you belonged to the world, it would love you as its own. As it is, 
you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why the world hates you” (15:18–19).

Granted, the topic of hatred is both an uncomfortable and a difficult one. As a consequence, many of us would like to move on quickly. To 
hear the voice of hatred, and to consider painfully what it actually means, is like listening to a very loud crying baby. We just want it to 
stop. However, if we become so inattentive, for fear of discomfort, in terms of reckoning what hatred in fact is, then we will never 
understand what Jesus had to confront throughout much of his ministry and what all of his disciples, past and present, would inevitably 
face. What’s more, if we fail in grappling with hatred forthrightly, then we will not understand the height, breadth, and the depth of the 
gospel correctly. Indeed, the gospel or the good news is not only the greatest story ever told, or that could ever be told, but it is also the 
utmost celebration of the love of God as well as the universal love of neighbor imaginable. We will make that case in greater detail in the 
chapters ahead. For now, however, our focus must be and will remain on the exact opposite of the gospel: hatred.

The word hate in our text, in this fourth beatitude, conveys two key ideas. First of all, hatred is made up of a strong dislike or an intense 
aversion to a person or peoples. For example, there may be people in our own families, communities, or broader society, who because of 
their values and the way they live their lives, evoke a strong, negative response from us in the form of a well-seated aversion. Notice it is 
precisely because we find that our own good values are being threatened by others that a strong dislike to them may arise and possibly take 
root in our hearts. Odd as this may seem, some people are poised to go down the highway of hatred, not fully aware of the evil that they 
will eventually embrace, simply because their focus is always on the good they seek to preserve in the face of threats, real or imagined, 
coming from the other. What they neglect to consider, however, in this heedless descent, is the real harm they are willing to do to their 
neighbor—all to preserve the values they hold dear. This is what the beginning of moral and spiritual blindness looks like.

The second element that causes hatred to arise is malice or ill will. Not only do some people have a strong aversion in their hearts toward 
others, but they also go well beyond this to wish misfortune or outright evil upon them. That’s precisely what malice or ill will is. It’s a 
necessary element for hatred to arise. Moral and spiritual blindness is compounded here, and people can actively engage in self-deception 
with respect to the evil that they will do or intend to do. Since the hated other is a threat to the values of the community—perhaps even a 
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The Disciples of Jesus Then and Now (Part I) — Kenneth Collins
religious community (think of the hatred directed at Jesus by religious leaders)—then one is justified, indeed even entitled, to bring great harm 
to the one so despised. Put another way, hatred always contains elements of lying and self-deception. People may even be so deceived that they 
believe they are actually doing the very will of God!

We are not trying to suggest that some members of the Christian community are not subject to the same kind of misgivings and deceits that 
have played out among the Jewish religious leadership of the first century. Unfortunately, the Christian faith can be perverted as well. It can go 
horribly wrong by taking on a much-diminished narrative, a substitute story, one that masquerades as the gospel, championed by false prophets, 
and that departs in significant ways from the universal love of neighbor. Jesus warned his disciples about this at several points in his ministry.
To get at this unfortunate reality we are compelled, for the sake of truthfulness and honesty, to make a distinction between nominal and even 
hypocritical Christians and true disciples of Jesus Christ. Let’s be clear: the two are neither to be confused nor mistaken for each other. This is 
where the naïve may stumble or be outright misled. In terms of nominal Christians, the Christian faith may become just another tribe. Do we 
really love Jesus, or do we love “X”? Fill in the blanks here (denomination, economic status, cultural or social power, ethnicity, race, etc.). 
Take your pick. Such a greatly diminished “faith” may prove to be attractive to some, for it can offer enticing measures of meaning, purpose, 
and social power as an ongoing reward. And some will take enormous delight in being so distinguished from others as Jesus had warned (see 
Luke 18:11).

When this corruption of the Christian faith has occurred—when lesser meanings are mistaken for ultimate ones, and empowered by strong 
social forces, by a heady appeal to numbers—language may be taken up by the self-righteous in public forums as an avenging sword whereby 
they employ insults, demeaning epithets, and even engage in character assassination for those who are judged to be “the other,” those beyond 
their limited circles of meaning. In doing so, the self-righteous thereby become guilty of the very evil that Jesus warned against in the fourth 
beatitude: employing insults and rejecting the names of others as evil. And nominal Christians and hypocrites may find themselves in the end 
railing against the very disciples of Christ—those who have remained faithful to the Master, the Holy One who transcends them in goodness, 
power, and glory.

All of this troubled public discourse spoken by the less-than-faithful cannot be justified by any appeal to justice. Indeed, such language has no 
defense. Instead, it has all the markings of deep aversion and animated ill will which is none other than the grammar of hatred. Are we 
surprised by this? Then let us ask ourselves some very frank questions: How is such language edifying? How does it show our love for God and 
our neighbor? How does it even reflect the golden rule? Does such language ever seek reconciliation, or does it glory in condemnation and 
division? In short, what person, Christian or not, would like to be subject to the kind of verbal attacks that have now become the staples on 
Christian websites or in public forums?

In the eighteenth century, John Wesley, being the good pastoral leader that he was, cautioned the church precisely against this great evil in his 
pointed sermon, “The Cure of Evil Speaking.” We will do well to heed the counsels of this sermon, especially today, given all the many venues 
for self-expression now available to us. In our own twenty-first century, in the midst of a growing information and data revolution, it must be 
brought to mind that some people are unfortunately digging their own graves with their keystrokes.


